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Purpose: The Instructional Coaching Tool for Mathematics articulates a vision and set of priorities for effective mathematics instruction in 

BPS in both monolingual and bilingual settings. While the priorities below are not inclusive of every element of a lesson, they are a 

distillation of the most important instructional practices that will best prepare students to be successful. Please note that this tool is not 

intended for use during RTI, neither is it intended to be evaluative. Rather, it should be used to support and develop teacher practice. 

 

CULTURE OF LEARNING:  Are all students involved in the work of the lesson from start to finish?   

 Students consistently follow behavioral expectations. 

 Students efficiently execute transitions/procedures.  

 Students are involved in academic work from start to finish (e.g., completing instructional tasks, volunteering responses, 

questioning.) 

 The classroom positively reflects the diversity of the students and school community.  Possible examples include: Relevant books, 

posters, artifacts, images, and symbols, multilingual signs in students’ home languages, and current student work posted.  

 Adult interactions with students and staff are encouraging and respectful and promote a sense of high expectations for learning. 

 Restorative practices are integrated into the instructional day.  

 

Not Yet Somewhat Mostly Yes 

 

DISTRICT MATERIALS Are teachers and students using District materials and curriculum effectively and with skilled fidelity? 

 Targeted standards and module/lesson numbers from the materials are clearly posted in the classroom each day. 

 Teachers plan and use the modules as intended. 

 Students demonstrate an understanding of the purpose of the lesson.  

 Connections are made between the cultures, backgrounds, and personal experiences of the students and the curriculum being 

taught. 

Not Yet Somewhat Mostly Yes 

 

ALL STUDENTS ENGAGE IN GRADE-LEVEL MATH: Do all students engage in daily independent work with grade level math at the 

appropriate level of depth? 

 Students consistently demonstrate understanding by independently completing grade- and standards-aligned mathematics.  

 Instruction targets the aspect of rigor (conceptual understanding, procedural skill/fluency, or application) aligned to the standard and 

lesson.  

Not Yet  Somewhat Mostly Yes 

 

ALL STUDENTS EXPLAIN THEIR THINKING: Do all students consistently explain and justify their thinking? 

 Students consistently share, explain, and justify their thinking and strategies for problem solving, orally and/or in writing.  

 Students consistently ask questions about, discuss, and/or critique the thinking and solutions of others.   

 Students use mathematically precise language when discussing mathematics and sharing their thinking.  

 Students persevere in solving problems and explaining their thinking in the face of initial difficulty. 

 Equitable participation techniques are used to provide all students with the opportunity to participate in discussions (e.g., name 

sticks, think-pair-share, wait time).  

Not Yet Somewhat Mostly Yes 

 

DIFFERENTIATION: Do all students have the support they need to access and engage deeply with rigorous, culturally responsive 

grade-level content? 

 The teacher deliberately checks for understanding throughout the lesson and adapts the lesson according to student understanding.   

 The teacher scaffolds instruction and tasks for various students, allowing students to access grade-level content and demonstrate 

independent understanding without reducing the rigor of the standards. 

 The teacher pre-teaches, re-teaches, or reinforces important skills and concepts through teacher-led small group instruction. 

 The teacher differentiates activities for groups and learning areas to provide targeted practice of previously taught skills and concepts. 

 Students’ home languages and dialects are accepted. 

Not Yet Somewhat Mostly Yes 

 


